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About this guide
This guide is designed to help you understand your PDF and CSV invoice, which are sent out monthly,
and how to pay your bill.

Extra reading
For general information, see the online help: https://docs.eseye.com/Content/Home.htm

You can also manage your SIM estate and account through the SIAM web portal. For more information,
see the 8295 SIAM User Guide (PDF).
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Standards and conventions
This guide uses consistent visual cues and standard text styles to help you locate and interpret
information easily.

Style Description

Note
Extra information or a recommendation related to the current topic.

Tip
Good-to-know information that helps users complete a procedure or
understand a topic.

Warning
Information that alerts the user about significant or critical actions or
outcomes.

Title names Window or section names, denoting a title, appear in italics.

Field or button name Element names in a user interface, for example fields and buttons,
appear in bold.

Ctrl+X; Ctrl+click A key combination with a plus sign separating two key names or a key
name and a mouse action, indicates that you hold down the first key
while pressing the second key or performing the mouse action.

Cross reference Title and
page

Cross references appear in italics, for example: For more information,
see Copyright on page ii. Select the cross reference to view it.

Hyperlinks Underlined cross references are hyperlinks to electronic forms of the
document. Select the hyperlink to open the cross reference.

AT Commands

Commands Command formats are displayed in monospaced typeface.

<Parameter> Angle brackets enclose the AT Command parameter, for example
<topic>. The brackets do not appear in the command line.

"ParameterString" Quotation marks enclose parameter strings.

CommandValue Italics in a command depicts values or examples that need replacing
with your specific parameters.

[CommandOptionalEntry] Square brackets display optional entries.

ATCommandResponse Returned responses to AT Commands are displayed in monospaced
bold typeface.

<ASCIICHARACTERS> Returned ASCII characters are in uppercase.
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About Billing
Eseye has a complex billing system that calculates the charges for each customer's SIM estate. Each
customer has a unique set of Service Contracts that defines the packages provided to them and the
costs involved, which are tailored to their exact requirements. This document describes some of the
more complex billing options that are available, and how these are calculated.

Eseye standard terms and conditions
You can view the latest billing terms and conditions here: Standard Terms and Conditions.

Viewing an invoice
Eseye invoices are sent via email. If you have not received an invoice, ensure your Billing Contact
Details are correct in SIAM.

For more information, see Editing your SIAM contact details on page 5.

To view an invoice:

1. Log in to SIAM: https://siam3.eseye.com/user/login

2. Select Finance > Transactions.

Account transactions are listed in chronological order, with the most recent transaction first.

3. Expand the number of results returned to 100 per page.

4. In the Type column, locate the relevant Invoice.

5. Alongside the Invoice, in the Actions column, select any of the following icons to view the file:

Download the invoice for viewing in your default PDF application.

Open the invoice in your browser window for printing without downloading it.

Download a detailed CSV file, containing a cost breakdown.

Download an XML invoice.

Immediately email the invoice to yourself as an attached PDF.

See the back of this guide for detailed examples of the PDF and CSV invoices.For examples of
the PDF and CSV invoices, see PDF Invoice Example.pdf or CSV Invoice Example.pdf.
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Making a payment
You can pay Eseye using the following methods through the SIAM portal:

• Direct Debit – for UK customers with bills under £2000

• Bank to bank transfer (BACS payment)

• Debit or credit card, with the option for repeat monthly billing

• PayPal

Setting up a Direct Debit payment
Only for UK customers with bills under £2000. Notice is given ten days in advance. Payment is usually
collected a month in arrears.

To set up a direct debit:

1. Log in to SIAM: https://siam3.eseye.com/user/login

2. Select Finance > Overview to view the Finance overview page.

3. Under Finance settings, alongside Payment method, select .

The Payment Settings Change Request dialog box appears.

4. Select the Direct Debit(Monthly) option.

5. Select Request change.

The Direct Debit Setup Request form appears.

6. Select to download the DDI MANDATE NEW.doc form.

7. Complete the form details, then save the form.

8. Select Choose file to browse and select the saved form.

9. Select Open to attach the form to the Direct Debit Setup Request.

10. Select Upload Form to send the form to Eseye.

If the upload is successful, a Direct Debit Request Sent Successfully message appears in the
Payment Settings Change Request window.

If the upload is not successful, contact Support: support@eseye.com.

11. Eseye will send you an email confirming that the direct debit is set up.

Making a BACS payment
1. Log in to SIAM: https://siam3.eseye.com/user/login

2. View a PDF invoice to find the Eseye BACS Payment Details.

For more information, seeViewing an invoice on the previous page.
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3. Set up the payment using your bank account.

4. Notify Eseye that you have paid the bill using a BACS payment: accounts@eseye.com.

Include the following information in your email: invoice number as a payment
reference, as well as the amount paid.
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Paying with Paypal or a debit or credit card
Eseye accepts payments from:

• VISA Credit, VISA Debit, VISA Electron

• Debit Mastercard, Mastercard

• Paypal

After you complete an initial credit or debit card payment, Eseye offers a recurring payment service.

Before you begin
You will need:

• Purchase Order number

• Debit or Credit card, unless you are using Paypal

To pay the outstanding bill:

1. Log in to SIAM: https://siam3.eseye.com/user/login

2. Select Finance > Overview to view the Finance overview page.

3. If you want to pay an amount, then select Make payment by Credit Card alongside either of the
following amounts:

Amount due – overdue amount. You owe this immediately.

Account balance – total amount owed, including the overdue amount.

The shopping cart appears, with the amount listed.

4. Alternatively, if you want to pay a specific amount, enter the required amount in the Amount
field, then select Make Ad-hoc Payment By Credit Card.

The shopping cart appears, with the specified amount listed.

5. Select Checkout.

6. On the Billing Address tab, ensure the Billing Address is correct.

7. If you need to change the billing address details, select Edit this address.
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8. Select Next Step to view the Options tab.

9. Type a mandatory Order Summary to help you identify this order.

10. Type a mandatory PO Number to reference your Purchase Order.

11. Type Additional Notes.

12. Select Next Step to view the Review Cart tab.

13. Review the payment, then select Make Payment.

The Sage Pay - Payment Selection window appears.

14. Select Paypal or your payment card provider.

15. If required, enter your debit or credit card details.

You may be required to authenticate your card.

16. Complete the payment.

17. If the payment fails, check that your SIAM contact details are correct.

For more information, see Editing your SIAM contact details below.

If you have any problems, contact Accounts: accounts@eseye.com

Editing your SIAM contact details
If you have not received an invoice, or you cannot process a payment, check that your contact details
are correct in SIAM.

To check your contact details:

1. Log in to SIAM: https://siam3.eseye.com/user/login

2. Select Finance > Details to view the Finance details page.

3. If you need to edit the details, select Edit.

The Update Finance Details page appears.

4. Make your changes, then select Save.

If your contact details are correct and you are having problems processing a payment or receiving
invoices, contact Accounts: accounts@eseye.com

Understanding the SIM lifecycle
SIMs in normal operation go through a lifecycle. As they transition between states, the charges can
vary.
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Factory: The SIM is manufactured and sent to Eseye. At this point, the SIM belongs to Eseye.

Pre-provisioned: Before a customer can activate one or more SIMs, they must sign a service contract,
agreeing to the associated costs. To ensure activation can take place successfully, all Eseye SIMs are
pre-provisioned for shipping and linked to an account. Some SIMs may have a package or SIM contract
assigned. At this point, the SIM belongs to the customer. Any associated charges will start when the
SIM is activated.

Pending payment: Depending on the service contract, a customer must purchase the SIM hardware
before they can activate the SIM. When payment is acknowledged, the customer can activate the SIM.

Activating: Activation is a process that may take a while to complete while the SIM is provisioned.
During this process, the security and identity information is downloaded and programmed into the
SIM.
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Testing: Depending on the service contract, customers may have a test phase for their SIMs. Speak to
your Account Manager for more information.

Active: The SIM is fully provisioned on the network and ready for use. The SIM is charged at standard
service charge rates.

Suspended (Eseye): Eseye has temporarily suspended the SIM functionality using an Eseye-configured
rule. Eseye suspends SIMs for non-payment, or if the SIM is not used for a period of time. At this point,
the SIM is able to connect to a network, although nobody can use it. Standard rate service charges
continue.

Disabled (Customer): The customer has temporarily suspended the SIM functionality using a customer-
configured rule. Customers may choose to suspend their SIM for the following reasons:

• To prevent unauthorised usage if the device is lost or stolen

• They want to move the SIM to a different device, but not immediately

• They are not using the device for a significant period of time, but want to maintain the same
SIM number for that device

At this point, the SIM is able to connect to a network, although nobody can use it. Standard rate
service charges continue.

Terminating: Eseye or the customer have requested termination.

Eseye may terminate a SIM for the following reasons:

• If the SIM is unused for a long period of time

• If the SIM is used outside of the terms of the service contract

• The SIM is broken

• If the customer account is in arrears

Customers may terminate their SIM for the following reasons:

• They are leaving Eseye

• The SIM or device is written off as lost or stolen

• The device is obsolete or destroyed

• Their customer no longer wants service

• Their customer stopped paying the bill

For more information, see Eseye standard terms and conditions on page 1.

Termination is not instant – Eseye must verify the termination to ensure no charges are owed on the
SIM. If the SIM is in contract, the customer is liable for the rest of the service charges up until the end
date of the contract. If charges are owed, the customer is sent a separate termination invoice. If all
outstanding charges are paid, the SIM progresses to Terminated.
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Terminated: If terminated, the SIM stops connecting to the network and nobody can use the SIM.
Service charges stop. The physical SIM and its associated numbers remain the property of the customer
for an extended period. After this, the number will revert to the pool of numbers that belongs to Eseye
and the physical SIM will need replacing if the customer wants to reuse the device.
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Understanding Service Contracts and
packages
About Service Contracts
Service Contracts describe the agreed commercial contract between Eseye and the customer,
including:

• Where the SIMs will be deployed

• Services available – SMS and data

Voice is no longer offered, as it is not required for M2M communication. Voice is
included in this document for legacy reasons.

• SIM purchase price

• SIM activation charge

• Billing and rating

• Bundles

• Billing currency – Eseye does not support mixed currency billing within a portfolio account

If you need multiple currency billing, you must set up a new portfolio account and a new Service
Contract per currency. After a portfolio account is set up, you cannot change its currency.

• Contract length – describes the minimum contract term

When the contract length lapses, SIMs are not automatically terminated, and service will
continue on a rolling monthly contract. An active SIM will continue to accrue charges.

• Customer notes

For information about setting up one or more Service Contracts on your Eseye SIM estate, speak to
your Account Manager. Eseye will set up a package for you.
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About packages
A package contains the information required for Eseye to supply, provision and operate SIMs for a
customer. It defines commercial data (such as the tariff and billing terms), the available SIM services
(such as data, voice, SMS), and the technical provisioning data that is used to activate and operate
SIMs.

About package items
Your invoice details various package items and the price of consuming those services in a particular
country.

SIM usage is charged monthly in arrears for both monthly and annual service charge intervals.

Package items may include:

• Service charges – see page 11

• SMS, data, and voice billing – see page 13

• Bundled usage – see page 16

• Pooling – see page 17

• Activation charges – see page 11

Mobile Network Operator (MNO) billing
If MNOs send out their invoices after the Eseye billing date, then these charges are deferred to your
next monthly invoice.

SIM purchase price
The cost of purchasing Eseye SIMs is either:

• Amortised into the service charge

• Charged as a component charge when you buy the Eseye SIM

If the cost is charged as a component charge, you are billed once on a separate hardware
invoice, rather than on the monthly service invoice.
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Understanding Activation charges
Eseye may apply a charge when a SIM is first activated.

This charge may cover the cost of the SIM, or provide an initial testing period. Speak to your Account
Manager for more information.

Understanding service charges
While you are billed monthly to cover your SIM usage, the service charge per SIM can either be paid
incrementally as a monthly charge, or in a lump sum annually.

Service charges cover the following:

• Active subscription on the mobile network

Suspended SIMs are active SIMs.

• Any bundled usage

Monthly billing service charges
Each active SIM on your account is billed a service charge a month in advance. A newly activated SIM
incurs a partial service charge from the day the SIM is activated for the number of days the SIM is
active. This is billed in arrears on the next invoice, in addition to the monthly service charge.
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Annual billing service charges
You pay service charges as a lump sum annually when you activate a SIM on an annual Service
Contract. Service renewal then occurs on the anniversary of activation for each SIM.

Customers who pay annual service charges for their SIMs will receive monthly bills, which include:

• The amount of out-of-bundle services used in the last month

• The annual service charge for each SIM that was activated during the past month

• Advance service charge renewal for each SIM approaching its activation anniversary within the
next month

For example:

A SIM activated on 10/03/2021 is billed for service charges from the 10/03/2021 through to the
09/03/2022 on the 01/04/2021 invoice. The 01/05/2021 invoice includes the SIM's usage for the
month of April, but no service charges as these are already billed. The following year, the annual
service charge renewal for that SIM will appear on the 01/03/2022 bill, and the renewed service will
start on the 10/03/2022.
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SMS, data, and voice billing
Eseye differentiates between SMS, data, and voice billing:

• SMS – the number of SMS messages sent by a SIM

• Data – the mobile data used by a SIM

• Voice – the voice calls used by a SIM

Voice is no longer offered, as it is not required for M2M communication. Voice is
included in this document for legacy reasons.

Usage is calculated within a calendar month, and billed in arrears.

For simplicity, SMS, data and voice charges are billed in priority zones, designed to provide
standardised pricing across multinational regions. The zones are defined in your Service Contract and
tailored for your use. Zone 1 often includes your countries of highest deployment. Where device
deployment is required globally, further zones are tailored to group countries and networks with
similar cost tariffs.

You can include the usage type in a bundle that you allocate to your SIM cards.

Understanding data usage per SIM
Use the CSV Invoice to understand how much data each SIM uses.

To view SIM data usage in the CSV Invoice:

1. Select the row containing the ItemRefData (Column A).

2. Navigate to Description (column H) to view a description of Data.

3. Total data usage in bytes = Quantity + InBundleQuantity, where:

Quantity (column K) is the number of excess (overage) bytes used

InBundleQuantity (column S) is the number of bytes used inside the bundled amount

4. For kilobytes, divide the total by 1024.

5. For megabytes, divide the total by 1048576.
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Understanding SMS charges on the CSV
invoice
Eseye may apply SMS charges for:

• Cellular network usage

• SMS API usage (subscription only)

The amount charged depends on your SIM contract and (if relevant) SMS API contract.

SMS message charges on the SIM contract
Depending on your SIM contract, charges may apply for AnyNet SIM cellular network usage, which
includes SMS messages and delivery receipts.

The SIM contract may have an agreed number of in-bundle SMS messages. You are not charged extra
for these unless you use more than the agreed amount. For information about bundles, see
Understanding bundled usage on page 16.

On the CSV invoice, the SMS charges for the SIM contract are shown against the relevant SIM number.
The transmission types and charges are described in the image and table below:

Transmission
type

Description Charge?

SMS MT, or

MT-SMS-DR

SMS mobile terminated, incoming message to the AnyNet SIM, or the
delivery receipt.

Usually no
charge

SMS MO SMS mobile originated. Outgoing message from the AnyNet SIM.
Charge depends on the agreed SIM contract terms.
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SMS message charges on the SMS API contract
If you subscribe to the SMS API service, the usage charges are agreed in the SMS API contract.

Your SMS API contract terms may differ from those on your SIM contract.

SMS API charges include:

• Incoming internet use of the AnyNet Messaging Service from the customer server.

• Sending or receiving SMS messages between the AnyNet Messaging Service and third party
SIMs.

On the CSV invoice, the SMS API contract charges are totalled per package according to transmission
type. The transmission types and charges are described in the image and table below:

Transmission
type

Description Charge?

API SMS MT Incoming messages (mobile terminated) from the customer server to
the AnyNet Messaging Service. Charge depends on the agreed SMS
API contract terms.

API SMS MO Outgoing messages (mobile originated) from the AnyNet Messaging
Service to the customer server.

Usually no
charge

MT SMS SMS mobile terminated. Incoming message from a third party SIM to
the AnyNet Messaging Service. Charge depends on the agreed SMS
API contract terms.

SMS MO SMS mobile originated. Outgoing message from the AnyNet
Messaging Service to a third party SIM, or the delivery receipt. Charge
depends on the agreed SMS API contract terms.
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Understanding bundled usage
You can prepay monthly for SIM usage bundles, which will give you a better price for data or SMS
usage than pay-as-you-go. Bundles are included in a SIM's monthly service charge. For example, a SIM
may have a 250MB data bundle, where it can use up to 250MB of data a month before incurring
further charges.

Any usage amount in excess of the bundle is known as the overage.

Voice is no longer offered, as it is not required for M2M communication. Voice is included in
this document for legacy reasons.

On the CSV invoice, the following columns show the SIM usage:

• Quantity – bundle overage

• Amount – the overage cost

• BundleQuantity – total bundle allowance

• InBundleQuantity – usage amount within the bundle allowance

Late billed usage from a network operator will cause a bundle adjustment for the previous month. This
is billed in arrears.
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Understanding pooling
You must request pooling for your service contract.

If you have allocated bundles with your SIMs, you can request to accumulate them into a pool, where a
set amount of service usage is shared across multiple SIMs. For example, five SIMs that are each on a
10 SMS bundle can be pooled to share the 50 SMS total between them. This means that if one SIM uses
5 SMSs, and another uses 15 SMSs, no overage is charged between them as they have pooled
resources. If the five SIMs use more than the 50 SMSs allocated in the pool, you are charged for the
overage (usage in excess of the pooled allowance). The overage is charged according to the
OutOfBundle tariff listed on your contract.

A pooled usage line is only listed at the bottom of an invoice when there is an overage.

Pooling only applies when it is set up for specific services on your service contract. For example, it
might apply to data but not SMS messages.

On your CSV invoice, the pool type is identified using the ItemRef, PackageID and PackageItemID.

If a SIM is pooled, its usage is recorded against the individual SIM, but any associated costs are
calculated against the pooled allowance.

If a pooled usage line appears on the CSV invoice, the following columns show the pooled usage:

• Quantity – pooled allowance overage

• Amount – the overage cost

• BundleQuantity – total pooled allowance

• InBundleQuantity – usage amount within the pooled allowance

Late billed usage will not cause a recalculation of pooled data.
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SIM termination fees
You can terminate a SIM at any time. If you terminate a SIM that has a monthly or annual service
charge, the following charges apply:

• If a SIM is still in contract, you are liable for the service charge to the end of that contract. You
will receive a separate termination invoice with the remaining service charges in one lump sum,
unless you have made a prior alternative arrangement with Accounts.

• If a SIM is no longer in contract, you may terminate it without incurring further service charges.
The deactivated SIM may appear on the next bill to allow for any usage within the last month,
prior to termination. SMS, data and voice overages are billed in arrears.

Service charges are non-refundable. You will not receive a refund for unused service if you terminate a
SIM part way through the billing period.

Termination is not instant – Eseye must first verify the termination.

Terminating a SIM is not the same as suspending a SIM. A suspended SIM will continue
connecting to the network, and service charges will continue. However, you cannot use the
SIM card in its suspended state. A terminated SIM cannot connect to the network.

For information about Eseye's standard terms and conditions, see Standard Terms and
Conditions.

The following example is for a SIM termination on a monthly service charge contract:
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Eseye PDF Invoice Example 
 

INVOICE 
The invoice summary. We recommend you print the first page for your records. 

  Eseye Ltd 
 20 Nugent Road 
 Surrey Research Park 
 Guildford 
 GU2 7AF, UK 

 

 

Invoice To: Ship To: 

Business/Customer name 

Customer address 
Provided if different from the invoice name and address. 

 

Mobile Connectivity Service  

Connections Under Management 

The total number of SIM cards billed on this invoice, including: 

• All active SIM cards. 

• All suspended SIM cards (for which the service charge continues). 

• SIM cards terminated in the last month (allows for any usage within the month 
before termination, as Data, SMS, and Voice charges are billed in arrears). 

 

Invoice Items Invoice Amount Invoice VAT 

Service Charges 
Total for all SIM cards in currency agreed on contract. 
 

VAT per 
item. 

Data Charges Total data charges for all SIM cards; only listed if one or 
more SIMs have data charges. 

 

Messaging Charges 
Total messaging charges for all SIM cards; only listed if 
one or more SIMs have SMS Charges. 

 

Calls Charges 
Total calls charges for all SIM cards; only listed if one or 
more SIMs have Voice charges. 

 

SUBTOTAL 
Nett invoice total (before VAT). 
 

 

VAT TOTAL Total VAT owed. 

TOTAL 
Gross invoice total (including VAT). 
 

 

Electronic payment is preferred 
Account Name: Eseye Ltd 
USD Account Number: 71xxxxxx 
USD Sort Code: 40-xx-xx 
USD IBAN: GBxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx53 
Bank Identifier Code (BIC8): xxxxxxxx 
Swift / Bank Identifier Code (BIC11): 
xxxxxxxxxxx 

Bank Details: 
HSBC Bank 
5 Great Underbank 
Stockport, 
Cheshire 
SK1 1LH, UK 

CompanyNumber: 
06397669  
VAT Number: 
GB921298326 

 
 
 

  

Contact Details: 
Phone: +44 1483 802507 
E-mail: 
accounts@eseye.com 
Web Site: www.eseye.com 

How to 
pay 
You can also 
pay using 
SIAM. 

Invoice Date Invoice 
Number 

Customer PO 
Reference 

Customer 
VAT 
Number 

<Invoice date>, for 
example 01/11/2020 
The invoice includes 
all charges up until 
(but not including) 
this date. 

<Unique 
reference 
number> 

<Related 
customer 
Purchase Order 
number> 

<VAT ID> 



Eseye PDF Invoice Example 
 

Example SIM card billing 
For accounts with less than 1000 SIM cards, the SIM cards are individually listed in the PDF. You can see 

further details for each SIM card in the accompanying CSV file, for example: Activation date. 

SIM Number: 89445xxxxxxxxxxxxxx  The SIM card ICCID. 

Phone Number: +44762xxxxxxxxx  The SIM card MSISDN. 

Package: 55555: CompanyX Widget 2MB pooled data  

 The Eseye SIM Contract number defining SIM card pricing and 
configuration. 

Friendly Name: London Widget  

 Customer defined in SIAM, to aid SIM card recognition (we 
recommend using the site location or data connection purpose). 
For more information, see the SIAM User Guide. 

Group Name: Group1   

Customer-defined in SIAM, for grouping similar SIM cards. 

Service Charges  

Covers both the active subscription on the HLR MNO and any bundled usage, billed in advance. 

Service Charge Period 01/11/2020 through 31/11/2020 

 Service charge for this invoice.  
Billed in advance. 

$ 0.30 

Service Charge Period 22/10/2020 through 30/10/2020 

Partial pro rata charge covering the period 
from activation.  
Billed in arrears. 

$ 0.15 

Data Charges  Data used by the SIM card in the billing period. Billed in arrears. 

Zone 1 Data - 5.54MB in excess of 2MB bundle 

Charges for one or more zones (geographic 
regions) uniquely defined on your SIM contract. 

Period 21/10/2020 through 31/10/2020 

 Dates during which charges were accrued.  
 Billed in arrears. 

$ 1.00 

Connection Total $ 1.45 
SIM Number: 89445xxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

Phone Number: +44762xxxxxxxxx 

Package: 44444: CompanyX 3MB/Month AnyNet (SMS+Voice) 

Friendly Name: UK_Airfreight 

Group Name: Group2 

Service Charges 

Service Charge Period 01/11/2020 through 30/11/2020 $ 1.15 

Data Charges 

Zone 1 Pooled Data - 0.29MB in excess of 3MB bundle Period 01/10/2020 through 24/10/2020 $ 0.00 

Zone 3 Data – 1.86MB within 2GB bundle Period 25/10/2020 through 31/10/2020 $ 0.00 

SMS Charges  SMS (small messaging service) used by the SIM card in the billing period. Billed in arrears. 

Zone 1 SMS MO - 3 SMS messages within 5 bundle Period 01/10/2020 through 01/10/2020 $ 1.71 

OffNetVoice Charges  Voice calls used by the SIM card in the billing period. Billed in arrears. 

Zone 1 Voice - 5 Mins dialled calls Period 20/10/2020 through 24/10/2020 $ 1.71 

Connection Total $ 2.86 

 

  

https://docs.eseye.com/Content/Resources/PDFs/UserGuides/8295%20SIAM%20User%20Guide.pdf


Eseye PDF Invoice Example 
 

Usage in excess where there is pooled bundle allowance 
The following section appears after the SIM card list, if pooled usage is applied to the current invoice. Data, 

SMS, or Voice charges are listed if usage is in excess of the pooled allowance. You can see further details for 

each listing in the accompanying CSV file, for example: which package the charge was made against.  

Data Charges (Pooled data charge example) 

Zone 1 Data - 1.14GB in excess of 40MB bundle Period 01/10/2020 through 31/10/2020 $ 11.68 
Connection Total $ 11.68 

Data Charges 
Zone 1 Data - 37.6MB in excess of 3.59GB bundle Period 01/10/2020 through 31/10/2020 $ 7.53 
Connection Total $ 7.53 
 



Eseye CSV Invoice Example

Invoice Date: 01/11/2020

ItemRef ICCID MSISDN DataMSISDN PackageID Package PackageItemID Description

Description: Package items 

charged per SIM.

SIM card ICCID. SIM card MSISDN. Circuit 

switched data 

number. Only 

assigned if 

package needs 

it.

Eseye SIM 

contract number. 

For defining SIM 

card pricing and 

configuration.

Eseye SIM contract description. Package item number defined 

on the SIM contract. Based on 

item usage type and tailored 

country zone.

Package item description.

Data format: String Integer Integer Integer Integer String Integer String

Service '***************1321' '+***********116' '' '17677' '17677 - CompanyX 250MB Pooled data' '0' Service Charge

Service '***************1321' '+***********116' '' '17677' '17677 - CompanyX 250MB Pooled data' '0' Service Charge (Example partial charge)

Data '***************1321' '+***********116' '' '17677' '17677 - CompanyX 250MB Pooled data' '68827' Zone 1 Data - 71.3MB within 250MB bundle

Service '***************1351' '+***********119' '' '17677' '17677 - CompanyX 250MB Pooled data' '0' Service Charge

Service '***************1953' '+***********179' '' '17677' '17677 - CompanyX 250MB Pooled data' '0' Service Charge

Data '***************1953' '+***********179' '' '17677' '17677 - CompanyX 250MB Pooled data' '68827' Zone 1 Data - 1.13GB in excess of 250MB bundle

SMS DR '***************1953' '+***********179' '' '17677' '17677 - CompanyX 250MB Pooled data' '70249' SMS - 2 SMS messages

Service '***************1257' '+***********110' " '18103' '18103 - CompanyX 200min Pooled voice' '0' Service Charge

OffNetVoice '***************1257' '+***********110' " '18103' '18103 - CompanyX 200min Pooled voice' '70963' Zone 1 Voice 100min within 200min bundle

Service '***************1255' '+***********109' '' '18187' '18187 - CompanyX 250MB Pooled data' '0' Service Charge

Data '***************1255' '+***********109' '' '18187' '18187 - CompanyX 250MB Pooled data' '70822' Zone 1 Data - 125MB in excess of 250MB bundle

SMS '***************1255' '+***********109' '' '18187' '18187 - CompanyX 250MB Pooled data' '70826' Zone 1 SMSMO - 3 SMS messages

APISMSMT '***************4524' '+***********524' '' '10033' '10033 - CompanyX - SMS API' '33067' Zone 1 API SMS MT - 136 APISMSMT messages

SMS '***************4524' '+***********524' " '10033' '10033 - CompanyX -  SMS API' '34348' Zone 1 SMS - 130 SMS messages

For annual billing, each SIM card is charged for Service in advance.

Data, SMS, and Voice are billed in arrears.

For monthly billing, each SIM card is charged for Service in advance. If the SIM card was activated within the last month, a partial pro rata Service charge covering the 

initial activation period is also included, and billed in arrears.

In the example above, each SIM card is grouped with grey or white shading to help you understand that a SIM card might have multiple package items charged against 

it. Shading is not applied in the CSV invoice.
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Eseye CSV Invoice Example

Start Stop Quantity Currency Rate Amount FriendlyName GroupName Activated BundleQuantity InBundleQuantity MCC

First recorded 

use.

Last recorded 

use.

Amount item used in 

excess of allocated 

bundle during the 

billing period. 

Data=bytes; SMS=no. 

of messages; 

Voice=seconds

Billing 

currency.

Customer-defined 

in SIAM, for SIM 

card recognition.

Customer-defined 

in SIAM, for 

grouping similar 

SIM cards.

Date and time stamp 

when the SIM card 

was activated.

Total amount included in 

allocated bundle. 

Data=bytes; SMS=no. of 

messages; Voice=seconds

Amount used 

within the 

allocated bundle 

during the billing 

period. 

Data=bytes; 

SMS=no. of 

messages; 

Voice=seconds

Last recorded 

Mobile Country 

Code.

DD/MM/YYYY DD/MM/YYYY Integer String Decimal Decimal String String YYYY-MM-DD 

hh:mm:ss

Integer Integer Integer

01/11/2020 30/11/2020 USD 5.5 5.5 G11Warehouse1 'prod' '2020-10-20 00:00:00' 530

20/10/2020 30/10/2020 USD 0.63 0.63 G11Warehouse1 'prod' '2020-10-20 00:00:00' 530

09/10/2020 28/10/2020 0 USD 0 0 G11Warehouse1 'prod' '2020-06-25 00:00:00' 262144000 74754048 530

01/11/2020 30/11/2020 USD 5.5 5.5 G11Warehouse2 'prod' '2020-06-28 00:00:00' 530

01/11/2020 30/11/2020 USD 5.5 5.5 F17 'prod' '2020-08-20 00:00:00' 311

01/10/2020 31/10/2020 1214911488 USD 0 0 F17 'prod' '2020-08-20 00:00:00' 262144000 262144000 311

08/10/2020 08/10/2020 2 USD 0 0 F17 'prod' '2020-08-20 00:00:00' 0 0 311

01/11/2020 30/11/2020 0 USD 0 0 G12 'prod' '2020-09-09 00:00:00' 530

09/10/2020 29/10/2020 0 USD 0 0 G12 'prod' '2020-09-09 00:00:00' 12000 6000 530

01/11/2020 30/11/2020 USD 15 15 H33 'prod' '2020-09-09 00:00:00' 730

01/10/2020 31/10/2020 130882560 USD 0 0 H33 'prod' '2020-09-09 00:00:00' 262144000 262144000 730

28/10/2020 29/10/2020 3 USD 0.15 0.15 H33 'prod' '2020-09-09 00:00:00' 0 0 730

05/10/2020 01/11/2020 136 USD 2.72 2.72 " 'API' '2020-09-09 00:00:00' 0 0 530

07/10/2020 01/11/2020 130 USD 6.5 6.5 " 'API' '2020-09-09 00:00:00' 0 0 530

Currently, both Rate 

and Amount display 

the total billed 

amount for each 

item.
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Technical Support: Sales:
UK (Head office): +44 1483 802503

France: +33 9 87 67 53 37

Australia: +61 8 9551 5200

USA: +1 484-935-3130

Brazil: +55 11 4950-7015

Email: support@eseye.com

UK (Head office): +44 1483 802501

France: +33 9 87 67 53 36

Norway: +47 454 62 017

South Africa: +27 87 551 8200

USA: +1 512-813-0599

Brazil: +55 11 5059-1574

Email: sales@eseye.com

mailto:support@eseye.com
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